POLICE

(Side 1)

‘NEW EVIDENCE’ PROCEDURE!!!

Supreme Court ordered, SAA mediation, court Registrar, QLS, ATO interlocutory proceedings:-
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to apply to:- (a)The Attorney General (b) the Crown Solicitors
(c) The Registrar of courts for a 'Vexatious Proceedings Act' order.
2/
The Crown has proved the act was broken by a now felon, ex-QDPP MOB
Barrister Davida Ellen Williams, struck off for life.*** Davida was blackmailed
by the CBA to trick the then Justice Minister Rod Welford and the Police
Assistant Commissioner Pat Doonan down. Refer QDPP release to gain a
fraudulent pardon (lasting 2yrs only) for her 6 bank $1.3m cover-up scam.
3/
On the CBA condition that as our senior legal counsel, Davida ran a
proceeding that is an abuse of the process of key engineering arbitration /
court or tribunal and (TBC) as QLS Judge Pat Shanahan explained
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Reply to: GPO Box 9977, Perth WA 6848 Stewart Spence Atkinson Doonan
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1800 199 010 - 1800 060 063

Our ref:1011207845488. Thanks to our ATO case officer Paul Conde
Hobart’s frustration and agreement with Chermside / Bne ATO
whitleblower’s direction, refer our evidence dated 07-11-2012. Conde
has confirmed his plan to resign the same day. This supports
Colonel / Judge Shanahan’s, ATO Tony Coburn and Area Commander
John Hopgood’s findings that this is the best QLS case for law reform.
To prove the ATO, superfunds, subcontractors and mothers are

all victims to this site solution protection racket.
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Bright accepts apology
for mother’s ATO / CBA /
QDPP Davida William’s
scam on Rod Welford
Ref Policelink 131444

Check Insp. B W Cross 6 photo re-enactment of bikie nun-chucker attack.

“LOOK AT THE OBVIOUS.”
4. a/ Without James Pitman's CBA approved 'fire sale' Rescue Management plan, Wilson's fraudulent

liquidation would have made his crime cartel an estimated $4.4m.
b/ The Court Registrar Bne, HP and Nambour have explained the procedure!!! (i) The most obvious,
an engineering / site inspection / SAA reform for Premier Newman's promised press release. (ii) Peter
Wellington's backup as a CMC committee member to enforce this Supreme Court order. (iii)
Engineers and site inspectors stand ready to support the Police, CMC and LSC with this ATO
evidence to protect the Crown, Treasury Dept, ATO and Centrelink down, under the Fraud Squad's
direction “To get your act together.” Det. Insp. Trevor Kidd, Mt Isa, Ph (07) 47441111, (previously
Cleveland Police Station) was tricked into laying false criminal charges to hide the CBA Supreme
Court / CC Sect 399 illegal incomplete loan agreement, that opened the door to the 'Site Solutions'
protection racket. This caused the loss to both our HEHS superfund and the Crown via the ATO with
their first alleged loss of $460,311, but there is more.***
c/ A simple procedure to prove (i) Brad Jones, trading as 'Site Solutions' aided and abetted Wilson to
gain the $30,000 protection racket trigger on the conditions, (ii) Wilson's violence would stop
immediately (it increased). (iii) No more extras would be paid (they increased). (iv) The project would
finish on time, an expected 4mths (extended to 16mths).
5. a/ Wilson's motive was to sabotage our 22 block subdivision by fraudulent key engineering arbitration
abandonment to collect that $4.4m profit.
b/ The fair Trading and Trade Practices Act is empowered for the crown to collect all profits from crime
to repay the victims including the Crown, Treasury Dept, ATO, Centrelink and our superfund with
costs. (TBC)

Centrelink, ATO, S. Fund
Inheritance Scam, tort
& racketeering breach
giving options for ASIC reform to:court registrar ’s passion!

PERJURY TO HIDE SABOTAGE

P H O T O S
G Kopp BCC site insp. identified
$10,000 EPA court liquidation
model for Wynnum Police

Solicitor Denise Maxwell / (Criminal) Estate Solicitors Snr. Associate, de Groots Lawyers,
Comm. Ombudsman and Centrelink Man. B. Stevens to confirm Q. Premier C. Newman's
promised 'criminal charges press release' via P.M. Gillard's Prof. P. Wilson criminologist
work experience student's, S. Court, QLS & Police direction.
Thanks to the caring BCC / IID, DVA, RAAF, RSL Gold Card No QX072250.

(Side 2)

SUPERFUND TAX FRAUD MADE EASY
1. As previous Police Commissioner Atkinson asked in brief “Why don't you retire on the

Sunshine Coast and live on what money you have left?” To mean, why volunteer this $1m
Police SAA style budget to lay Crown criminal charges?
a/ My motive to fight crime:- I took advice from both our in-house accountant and outside legal
counsel in the 80's to set up a self managed superfund to protect our family, workmates and
friends who helped make me a success.
b/ With an R&D / SAA background, when given multiple Crown, EPA, BCC / IID legal advice I
jumped at the chance to volunteer to put the lowlife filth who attacked, stood over and tricked
our subcontractors, my mother, the courts and me, into prison where they belong, with the
Supreme Court warning of a 5yr gaol term, as the penalty to this crime.
2. a/ As the CBA credit Manager Grahame Ledwidge said “We never said we do not make
mistakes. You should have known.” The CBA defence created a crime cartel, who tried to
put me in prison 3 times. With their failure they tried to steal my mother's home. How sick is
that?
b/ In a nutshell, here is our SAA / ATO case:- 90% of the way into our 22 block subdivision we
were told by the Head Contractor's first three Solicitors (acting on the QLS warning) how
the 'Site Solutions' protection racket works. We were given both civil and electrical
engineering, EPA, BCC / IID, Police and insurance advice. (i) To finish the subdivision and
sell. (ii) To gather this SAA style evidence to lay Crown criminal charges or else we could go
broke! (iii) We did as ordered.
c/ The evidence:- (i) The CBA paid $25,000 to admit liability, (ii) we paid $30,000 protection
money to Brad Jones (trading as Site Solutions). This proves his guilt! (iii) We paid $255,000
in extras at up to 300% over cost to make sure we finished the project. (iv) Our insurance
company first refused to pay the $10,000 claim for the EPA sabotage liquidation trigger. They
later paid the $10,000, as a model for this test case, (seen as throwaway money) or for a
standard R&D style stress test procedure, to prove this protection racket exists.*** (v) With
the nun-chucker attack, the false invoice for $47,691.97 was hidden from the courts by Kidd.
(vi) The photographic evidence to prove both perjury and sabotage was hidden from the
courts by perjury from Wilson, his 4th Solicitor, James Conomos staff and Davida. (vii) We
paid our accountant Tim Allen $10,000 to rip up his contract and lose an estimated $125,000
for his damages report. Allen reported that it was hidden under CIB direction.
d/ Due to Davida's confirmed forgery and fraud, 14 Judges fraudulently rubber stamped
Austin's mistake, to ignore this Police Minister's solution. To use a proven trained
consultant who as a victim volunteered this $1m budget solution. The CBA's ongoing
mistake was to try and frame their own bank customers. We have now proved, how this 'Site
Solutions' protection racket / all-fraud model will save the Crown billions in lost revenue.

Our obvious goal is for our accountant to act in an ATO
law reform manner, to balance our books, to prove guilt,
TO ABANDON, LITIGATE, LIQUIDATE = ALL-FRAUD.
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Signed John Bright

CRIME PREVENTION
IS THE SOLUTION

Email: brights@live.com.au
Website: www.all-fraud.net
1 Manley Drive
Montville Qld 4560
Ph: (07) 5478 5906

